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he appropriate confessional standards for The Fel-
lowship Community are the creeds, confessions, 
and catechisms in the PC(USA) Book of Confessions 
– The Nicene Creed, the Apostles’ Creed, the Scots 

Confession, the Heidelberg Catechism, the Second Helvetic 
Confession, the Westminster Confession, the Westminster 
Shorter Catechism and the Westminster Larger Catechism, 
the Theological Declaration of Barmen, the Confession of 
1967, and A Brief Statement of Faith. This collection is 
theologically faithful, ecclesially appropriate, and organiza-
tionally suitable. The Book of Confessions contains the  
confessions that we have taken vows to receive. It also  
embodies the Reformed understanding of the way  
confessions function in the life of the church, an under-
standing that differs from two common approaches:  
 

Doctrinal Progressives understand the church’s confes-
sional and theological tradition as an evolutionary  
development of doctrine in which the church’s expression 
of the gospel becomes richer in each succeeding age. In 
this view, contemporary theology and new confessions  
of faith are more developed, better expressed, fuller  
apprehensions of truth than the faith of previous  
centuries. Our way is the way.  
 

Doctrinal Restorationists understand the church’s theolog-
ical and confessional tradition as a series of missteps lead-
ing to imperfect understanding and inadequate articula-
tion of the gospel. In this view, a particular moment in the 
church’s confessional and theological tradition, such as the 
sixteenth century Augsburg Confession or the seventeenth 
century Westminster standards, is the pure faith of a theo-
logical golden age. Their way is the way.  
 

The Reformed understanding of the church’s confessional 
and theological tradition sees contemporary Christians as 
participants in an enduring theological and doctrinal con-
versation that shapes the patterns of the church’s faith 
and life. Communities of believers from every time and 
place engage in a continuous discussion about the shape 

of Christian faith and life, an exchange that is maintained 
through Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit. Today’s 
church brings its insights into an ongoing dialogue with 
those who have lived and died the Faith before us. Voices 
from throughout the church’s life contribute to the inter-
change – ancient voices that articulate the enduring rule of 
faith, sixteenth and seventeenth century voices that shape 
the Reformed tradition, and twentieth century voices that 
proclaim the church’s faith in challenging contexts. The 
confessions in the Book of Confessions were not arbitrarily 
included, but were selected to give faithful voice to the 
whole communion of saints.  
 

The Book of Confessions is an appropriate expression  
of the Reformed commitment to honor our fathers  
and mothers in the Faith. It begins with two foundational 
creeds, shared throughout the whole Church. The Nicene-
Constantinopolitan Creed is the decisive dogmatic articu-
lation of Trinitarian faith. It establishes the vocabulary, 
grammar, and syntax of Christian theology. The Apostles’ 
Creed is the Baptismal creed that expresses the shared 
belief of the faithful as persons are incorporated into the 
body of Christ. Two Reformation confessions, Scots and 
Second Helvetic, and one Reformation catechism, Heidel-
berg, give voice to the dawning of the Reformed tradition.  
The seventeenth century Westminster standards power-
fully express God’s sovereignty over all of life. The Theo-
logical Declaration of Barmen, the Confession of 1967, 
and A Brief Statement of Faith articulate the church’s  
fidelity to the gospel in the midst of uncongenial and 
sometimes hazardous cultures. These confessions, from 
widely different contexts, are complementary. They do not 
sing in unison, but in a rich harmony that glorifies God and 
deepens our enjoyment of the grace of the Lord Jesus 
Christ, the love of God, and the communion of the Holy 
Spirit.  
 

Are these the only voices that could be included in the 
church’s theological conversation? No, but they are faith-
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ful witnesses to the gospel and appropriate expressions of 
the Reformed perspective on Christian faith and life.  
Participating in their colloquy frees us from the narrow 
prison cell of our own time and place by listening to the 
voices of our brothers and sisters who struggled to be 
faithful in diverse circumstances. Through their confes-
sions of faith we are privileged to hear their wisdom in  
the midst of our own struggle to be faithful. We overhear 
conversations among our forebears that expand and  
enrich our apprehension of the gospel. Sometimes we 
simply listen in on their discussion, at other times we pay 
particular attention to one of their voices, and many times 
we find ourselves participating actively in lively instruction.  
 

The questions of our parents in the faith may not be iden-
tical to ours, but their different approaches enable us to 
understand our own questions better. Their answers may 
not be identical to ours, yet their answers startle us into 
new apprehensions of the truth. We may sometimes be 
puzzled by their particular questions or answers, but even 
that perplexity serves to clarify our own thinking and the 
shape of our faithfulness. Throughout the conversation we 
are aware that all councils may err, yet because we are not 
doctrinal progressives we acknowledge the confessions 
have a particular authority over us: we are answerable to 
them before they are answerable to us.  
 

The confessions call the church to account. Because we 
are not traditionalists, we can be utterly honest about the 
church’s past failings – crusades and inquisitions, easy ac-
ceptance of Christendom and easy dismissal of the leader-
ship of women, neglect of evangelistic mission and excess 
of missionary zeal. Because we are not idealists we can  
be utterly honest about the church’s current failings –  
marginalization of the Sacraments, indifference to theo-
logical labor, easy acceptance of cultural morality, neglect 
of evangelism, and inadequate mission. If we listen to our 
forebears in the Faith we will hear their hard questions 
addressed to us. Perhaps then we can be utterly honest 
about our own accommodations to the culture, our  
indifference to the proclamation of the gospel, and our 
abandonment of shared conviction and committed com-
munity in easy acquiescence to the individualism and  
localism of our time.  
 

The confessions are not final authorities; Scripture is the 
authority that measures all doctrinal, confessional, and 
theological expression. The Reformed tradition has always 
understood that while confessional standards are subordi-
nate to the Scriptures, they are, nonetheless, standards. 
They are not lightly drawn up or subscribed to, nor may 
they be ignored or dismissed. Being questioned by the 

confessions is not an exercise in servitude, but liberation 
from the tyranny of the present that enables us to live 
freely and faithfully within God’s will. 
 

As subordinate standards, the confessions are not free-
standing authorities. They are subject to the authority  
of Jesus Christ, the Word of God, who is known through 
Scripture, the word of God. Subordination to the Lord and 
to Scripture’s witness serves to locate confessional author-
ity, however, not diminish it. The confessions provide reli-
able guidance to our reading and reception of Scripture, 
protecting us from self-absorbed interpretation, and  
opening us to Christ’s way, Christ’s truth, and Christ’s life.  
 

The Book of Confessions itself is not problematic. The 
problem is the whole church’s neglect and misuse of its 
theological treasure. Too often, we have treated the con-
fessions of the church as museum pieces, historical arti-
facts of what people used to believe long ago and far 
away. Too many of us have imagined that our own 
thoughts are sufficient for faithful proclamation of the 
gospel. We have been guilty of what C. S. Lewis called 
“chronological snobbery, the uncritical acceptance of the 
intellectual climate common to our own age and the as-
sumption that whatever has gone out of date is on that 
account discredited.” We have also been guilty of reducing 
the confessions to theological and moral law books, select-
ing disembodied affirmations as elements in a logical 
proof. Our task is to put misuse of the confessions behind 
us, engaging in bold, faithful appropriations of the doctri-
nal and theological wisdom of the Book of Confessions, 
allowing them to enrich our faith and faithfulness.  
 

The church’s confessions are not marginal details in the 
church’s life. Our ordination vows commit us to receive 
and adopt their essential tenets, and to be instructed, led, 
and guided by them. Our task is to be faithful to our vows, 
reading and studying the confessions, learning from them, 
teaching them, and living out their wisdom. Shared con-
fession of faith shapes any serious community of faith,  
and the community’s ordered ministries bear a particular 
obligation to order their confession around the church’s 
creeds, confessions, and catechisms. Because confessional  
seriousness includes mutual responsibility and accounta-
bility, the church must be prepared to instruct, counsel 
with, or even discipline one ordained who rejects the faith 
expressed in the confessions.  
 

The most appropriate footing for any new venture is the 
faithful doctrinal and theological foundation provided 
by the creeds, confessions, and catechisms of the Book 
of Confessions. 


